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ABSTRACT
The advent of Blockchain has introduced a paradigm shift in the area of Scientific Computing.
The decision analytics embodiment in current technology fabric has introduced a need of incorporating
Blockchain with industrial technology ecosystem. The utilization of Blockchain has introduced gaps in
terms of standard business processes, while the data is being processed using the concept of traditional
RDBMS and NoSQL data formats. The lag of permissioned and permissionless Blockchain is the
problem area which is dealt with in this doctoral dissertation to provide a Proof of Permission (PoP)
protocol for any organization or entity to tailor according to their environmental constraints. There has
been a need of an opensource protocol that organizations can customize according to their needs, which is
not bound of using only REST interactions. The research presented in this thesis provides such a solution
for the industry. The provided propositions are the use of Tiered Asynchronous Locking Algorithm
(TALA) to generate a key for securing an Authenticated Data Acceptance Marker (ADAM) block for a
permissioned Blockchain Community Ledger (CommLedger).

xi

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The advent of Blockchain introduced a way to add to organizations’ capabilities by
increasing the capacity in new business transactional use between two or more industry verticals
by using Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT). Blockchain also brought new extensions to in
the world of technology education, as well as industry with the resources from the available
technology stacks provided by both closed source and technology solution providers.
Organizations started adapting either closed or opensource solutions, and in the last few decades,
we have seen a tremendous growth in the IT industry as closed source technology providers have
captured a large number of organizations to serve; however, in the last decade or so,
organizations are starting to move toward opensource technology.
Motivation
The need of a permissioned Blockchain DLT motivated this dissertation. This document
provides details on CommLedger (Community Ledger) as a proposed permissioned Blockchain
[1] using UNDCoin (UN-Digitization Coin) as a security token offering. Why is DLT is
important? That is the integral question. The proposed CommLedger will serve as a tamper proof
and incorruptible distributed, digitized ledger proposed to contain all transactions pertaining to
something valuable between two or more organizations, CommLedger is a chain of transactional
data blocks including detail proceedings that have occurred in the past between two or more
departments within one or more organizations. This collection of blocks will be interlinked in
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chronological order together with the use of cryptography using SHA256 algorithms and the
merger of a Merkle Tree embodying decision trees [2].
A common weakness in the permissioned Blockchain Hyperledger and its associated
fabric [3] is the lack of the use of a cryptocurrency. In contrast CommLedger has an associated
security token (UNDCoin), which is discussed in detail in Chapters III and IV.
Problem Definition
The Permissioned Blockchain domain has Hyperledger as an umbrella solution.
Hyperledger is an opensource solution and does not support cryptocurrency, nor there are any
miners associated with it. Other disadvantage with Hyperledger is no discoverability of the
transaction.
I have achieved CommLedger (Community Ledger) to solve the problems associated
with Hyperledger by making Smartcontract as a Service. CommLedger offers the use of
UNDCoin (as a security token for transactional processing) in as a secure way to exchange any
kind of goods, services, or transactions, and each member organization within a larger
organization will have a node in the proposed Blockchain network with decentralized miners
associated for the transactional discoverability. Chapter III provides the CommLedger in detail.
Proposition
This section sheds light on the importance of CommLedger. The associated processing of
blocks used in the CommLedger provide the mean for an organization to setup CommLedger
nodes for two or more business entities. Each of the mentioned nodes will orchestrate the
proprietary data to and from and within these nodes by accessing the latest copy of the encrypted
ledger to validate a new transaction. The unique terminologies proposed in this dissertation are
as follows:
2

•

CommLedger Network (CLN)

•

Proof of Permission (PoP)

•

Authenticated Data Acceptance Marker (ADAM) block

•

Tiered Asynchronous Locking Algorithm (TALA)
Each CLN node will issue an Authenticated Data Acceptance Marker block (ADAM

block). An ADAM block contains four parts: (a) the data pertaining to a transaction, (b) the hash,
(c) the previous block hash with a Proof of Permission (PoP) having Byzantine Fault Tolerant
(BFT) [4] consensus by both nodes (organizations SmartContract/chaincode), and (d) a key
generated by the Tiered Asynchronous Locking Algorithm (TALA key) [5].
The TALA key allows users in the network to validate earlier data for any manipulation
before giving consent for the transaction to occur. Furthermore, CommLedger is be a research
effort producing a solution for open-source utilization for organizations to leverage and
customize it according to their needs for Blockchain pragmatic adaptation. Details on the
CommLedger, ADAM block and PoP using the TALA key will be provided in detail in Chapter
III. Currently, there is an initiative known as Hyperledger available in the space of Distributed
Ledger Technology (DLT) [1]. Chapter II presents a detailed discussion on Hyperledger and
associated projects to establish the unique need for CommLedger.
Community Ledger Network Approach
The problem of the Hyperledger’s permissioned blockchain is solved by the adaptation of
CommLedger. This section discusses the proposed approach of DLT in terms of CommLedger
built upon a series of networks of Blockchain data stores that allow participants to create,
disseminate, and store information in an efficient and secure manner using the TALA key
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generation process. The nodes associated within a CommLedger securely operate without the
need for any central party or central administrator that every participant knows and trusts.
At the same time, these ADAM blocks within the CommLedger network(s) are
constantly available for performing a full audit trail of information history that can be traced
back to the moment when a piece of information was initially created. Furthermore, unauthorized
changes to the information and its history are very difficult, if not impossible, to make. In other
words, operations within CommLedger are designed in such a way that information stored and
communicated through the CommLedger networks has a high level of trustworthiness, and every
participant in the network can obtain simultaneous access to a common view of the information.
Structurally speaking, a standard Blockchain can be considered as a series of blocks of
information that are securely chained together. Any given digital record of an asset, be it a copy
of the deed to a bricks-and-mortar property or a virtual commodity, can be stored in a block.
New blocks are formed whenever participants create a piece of new information or change an
existing piece of information about an asset, for example by entering transaction records,
changes of status, new market prices, or new owners. All blocks produced by Bitcoin/Ethereum
and such, are newly formed after the first block is securely chained to the previous one, thus
ensuring their authenticity and creating a trustworthy audit trail. In fact, one of the earlier uses of
DLT was in the area of virtual commodities (e.g., Bitcoin), for which change in the ownership of
a commodity is recorded in the Blockchain.
The underlying methodology utilized in CommLedger is the Proof of Permission (PoP)
methodology by utilizing decision trees. Such methodologies are used to represent the
substitutions accessible to the decision makers in an organizational setting, the ambiguity they
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encompass, and evaluation measures representative of how well objectives would be
accomplished in the resultant outcome.
The CommLedger’s proposed environment allows an organizations' analytics to use
feature extraction using supervised and semi-supervised learning. As a decision maker to create
the next block within a CommLedger, ADAM block creation will utilize multi-attribute
utility/value functions.
Summary
Unlike traditional DLTs, the CommLedger proposition in this dissertation provides a
DLT variant Permissioned Blockchain Ledger (PBL) utilizing an associated cryptocurrency
(UNDCoin). However, such evolving technology also brings possible risks regarding issues of
governance, deployment, risk management, and regulatory compliance, along with the legal
implications are discussed in Chapter II, if they are not adequately taken into account.
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CHAPTER II
STATE OF THE ART WORK
This chapter details, how several other solutions of Blockchain have been provided for
organizations to adopt. The discussions also present the idea of CommLedger in relation to the
provisions, unavailable in the current research work.
Blockchain Background
Businesses deal with variety of contracts and are also bound by the particular country’s
policies and procedures, Hyperledger allows businesses to construct a Chaincode to be used by
several entities to conduct their everyday order of business. Blockchain’s popularity is growing
quickly and becoming the way we make transactions [1]. The recent trend of changing large
enterprises opting to use Blockchain is a sign that Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) systems
are here to stay. These systems are becoming the go-to technology for large industries looking to
revolutionize their business models, and even though many applications use traditional, public,
and well-established Blockchain platforms, large enterprises don’t want to use them as it exposes
confidential data to all nodes within the network. This is currently where Hyperledger takes the
lead.
Concepts of Blockchain
The following sections present several concepts frequently used in Blockchain
technology and play a vital role in distinguishing the traditional Blockchain architecture when
compared with the Hyperledger network. Cryptocurrency is the most common understanding of
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what Blockchain is, and the next generation of business-oriented applications now tend to opt for
the DLT [2].
Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT)
DLT is a digital system for storing transactions when they are forged in multiple places
and even at the same time. These transactions are generally processed in blocks according to the
ordering of a Blockchain that results in a distributed ledger [2]. As mentioned previously,
Hyperledger is currently filling this gap, however the transactions in Hyperledger are subject to
Fiat currencies (such as the US Dollar or Euro) and no embodiment of mining exists within
Hyperledger. Mining is the process of adding transaction records to public ledger of past
transactions.
Community Ledger (CommLedger) is presented in this dissertation in more detail, which
allows the embodiment of a cryptocurrency and/or a security token use to conduct the everyday
order of the business between organizational entities using UNDCoin (UN-Digitization Coin).
Cryptography
Blockchain uses a hash-based algorithm to make sure that each entry in the ledger is in a
certain order and cryptographically connected to the previous blocks or transactions. The exact
order of these entries is transparent and can be verified by all the nodes and participants in the
network, thus protecting the entries from being tampered with.
Smart Contract (aka smartcontract)
Smart contracts are a layer above the DLT in the workflow of a Blockchain [2]. They are
the code (a computer program) that includes the complex business logic stored and executed in a
Blockchain. An apt analogy would be stored procedures updating data in a database and they
allow you to transact anything of value without the need for any central authority.
7

Public and Private Blockchains
Public Blockchains are open source, permission-less, and can be maintained by anyone
with enough computing power to solve the cryptic keys associated with the time stamp and
previous pointer address do so [5]. They allow full transparency of the information they contain
and are not vulnerable to data tampering due to decentralized governance. Private Blockchains
sometimes require permission to access them and they operate in a centralized way [5]. In this
scenario, unlike public Blockchains, only parties affiliated with the transaction are connected and
can consent to complete a deal.
Hyperledger
Hyperledger is software that enables developers across the globe to develop Blockchainbased solutions for their businesses. It is a global collaboration hosted by the Linux Foundation
and is the fastest growing project it has ever hosted [6]. Built under technical governance and
open collaboration, individual developers, service and solution providers, government
associations, corporate members, and end users are invited to participate in the development and
promotion of these game-changing technologies [2].
There are two key concerns that an enterprise might have in Blockchain adoption [6].
•

Data Privacy: Industries don’t want to share their confidential data with everyone.

•

Speed of Transactions: Enterprises cannot afford delays while committing a
transaction due to business reasons.

Apart from the above, an enterprise might also have other concerns such as mining, legal
restrictions on the location of nodes, and the modular design approach, where the ‘one model fits
all’ mindset is not realistic. They might want to use DLT, but they need it customized to
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integrate it into the existing processes they are using. Hyperledger is the promising solution that
addresses all these concerns [6].
The idea to begin the Hyperledger project was announced at the end of 2015 [7].
Members of the initiative symbolize a diverse group of stakeholders such as Accenture Solutions
Private Limited, IBM, Wells Fargo, Intel and J. P. Morgan. Initially the project had a limited
number of developers from various sectors including finance, supply, and data management. For
the Hyperledger initiative community, the Linux Foundation hosted a collaboration environment,
forming neutral ground for conferences, events, and productive deliberations, and provided a
structure around the industry and procedural guidance for Hyperledger.
Vision for Hyperledger: Blockchain assures diversion from standard business practices
[2], and that the perspective of every enterprise using the public Blockchain model will slowly
change. Going forward there will be no single Blockchain network that all enterprises will use.
Eventually, a huge number of private Blockchain mechanisms will be created for various
markets. These will possibly have a diverse consensus algorithm, a smart contract with preferred
language and logic, and other new, important features. Hyperledger has a promising future as it
seems it will become the go-to and safe Blockchain utilization platform for many industries.
Goals for Hyperledger: The Hyperledger community is where open-source teams
build diverse approaches for business Blockchain technology systems [2]. Their five
goals are listed below:
1) Build at an enterprise level, private Blockchain network with all the distributed
ledger technologies and business logics to support their industries trades;
2) Provide nonaligned, community driven set-ups supported by methodical
governance.
9

3) Create developer communities to build Blockchain and distributed ledger
frameworks and test scenarios and deployments;
4) Edify the public about the scope for Blockchain adoption in the enterprise system.
5) Encourage the Hyperledger community to help the public invent more platforms
and related frameworks.
Hyperledger’s Mechanics
The initial developing Hyperledger team tested the interactions between applications and
the secure Blockchain network [8]. During rigorous testing they realized that public Blockchains
require each peer to execute every transaction and run the consensus at the same time. But when
there is a case of confidentiality and privacy associated with a transaction, it cannot be executed
on the public Blockchain, because every ledger on the network would get updated and
confidentiality would be lost; therefore, this is the appropriate situation when private and
confidential contracts like Hyperledger are needed. Hyperledger doesn’t need all the nodes or
participants in the Blockchain network to consent to the deal [8]. It only requires concerned
members associated with the transaction to be connected. For instance, let’s assume there is a
deal between node A and node B [8]. Entity A wants to sell something valuable to entity B at a
special price. Node A (assigned to entity A) searches his/her application for B’s address on the
Hyperledger network and the application looks up a membership service and validates B’s
membership.
The Hyperledger network then connects both parties because they are the only ones
directly affiliated with the deal. Both parties generate a result; the results are brought together
and then sent to the consensus cloud to be ordered and verified. Once the consensus cloud
validates the transaction, node B receives his product, node A receives his/her money, and the
10

transactions are committed to the ledger. Thus, the Hyperledger mechanism is characterized as a
permissioned Blockchain design. For this Hyperledger mechanism to take place, the traditional
Blockchain architecture has been tweaked [8]. The peers have been separated into two separate
run times and three distinct roles: (a) Endorsers, (b) Committers, and (c) Consenters. Endorser
and committer peers are run at the same run time, whereas the consenter is at a different run
time. Hyperledger modular architecture allows properties like consensus to be a pluggable
feature that in turn allows a high degree of personalization of the network according to the needs
of the business.
a) Committers
The committers only role is to append the validated and ordered transactions to the
specific ledger once the consenters returned them. Committers can also work as endorsers, but
due to some restrictions in respective networks, that scenario is usually not preferred.
b) Endorsers
They simulate transactions pertaining to a network and prevent nondeterministic and
unstable transactions. All endorsers can act as committers on a Hyperledger network.
c) Consenters
A consenter is responsible for the network’s consensus service, in other words, running
the consensus algorithm on the network. The consenter is like the guardian of the network, as it
validates every transaction by running the Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) consensus
algorithm and decides whether it should be added to the ledger.
Umbrella Approach for Hyperledger
Like the Linux Foundation, there is also a modular umbrella approach for Hyperledger
[2]. On a high level, they provide the infrastructure and the opportunity for the volunteered
11

developers to come and help the community. This support includes everything related to
technical guidance, legal help, and promoting certain aspects of the community. Governed by
technical meritocracy, Hyperledger is vendor-neutral. Contributions undergo a rigorous peer
review process but are welcome from anyone.
Under Hyperledger’s modular umbrella approach, frameworks and their corresponding
tools are available to help build the Blockchain network’s diverse mechanisms for various
enterprises. There are many benefits to this modular approach, such as the flexible modification
of any component, extensible code bases, rapid experimentation, common functional modules,
defend interfaces, re-use of common building blocks, and a diverse developer community [2].
The Hyperledger project involves teams of volunteer developers, an open building code,
managing the groups’ own road maps, releasing schedules, being responsible for following
Hyperledger policies and requirements, and being encouraged but not required to align their code
with other projects [9].
Let’s compare CommLedger and the associated UNDCoin with Hyperledger, Bitcoin,
and Ethereum [9]:
•

UNDCoin and CommLedger provides a comprehensive umbrella to the organizations
to use UNDCoin as the inherent cryptocurrency.

•

Transfer of UNDCoins takes place when an organizational asset is transferred
between two organizational participants to prevent the double-spend problem in terms
of asset transactions.

•

The proposed CommLedger, uses a security token (UNDCoin) to create the asset
transfer in secured blocks.
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•

CommLedger incorporates a smartcontract that can be used with standard Ethereum
ERC20 protocol as well.
Hyperledger Tools

CommLedger is comparable to the available Hyperledger tools in terms of utilizing the
following, the use of these tools is detailed in Chapter IV:
•

GoEthereum (geth) [10]

•

Node JS & NPM [11]

•

Atom (Text Editor) [28]

This section sheds light on the tools, available for Hyperledger. The given tools incubate
and promotes a range of business Blockchain technologies, including tools and utility libraries
[12] [13]. This toolset discussion allows us to understand the inherent complexity of using
Hyperledger. For the proposed CommLedger, Chapters III and IV provide the details of utilizing
only one environment that CommLedger is built upon to spearhead the potential use of the
permissioned Blockchain, rather making comparisons among the various toolsets shown in the
following bullet points.
a) Caliper
This Hyperledger tool measures the performance benchmark for any Blockchain
implementation with the help of a set of predefined use cases [12] [13]. The performance reports
produced by Caliper give performance indicators such as resource utilization, the latency
affiliated with any transaction, and the number of transactions per second. Before Caliper was
created, there was no generic tool to measure the performance of diverse Blockchain frameworks
based on a set of universally accepted rules [12] [13].
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b) Cello
Cello is a Blockchain model toolkit targeted to inculcate the on-demand deployment
model to the Blockchain community [12] [13]. The main objective of this Hyperledger tool is to
help industries easily and swiftly become accustomed to Blockchain applications by providing
programmed ways to build, manage, and remove Blockchains. Cello provides a dashboard for
the enterprises to find, for example, the status of their Blockchain environment, statistics related
to utilization, performance, and the series of transactions committed. It currently provides
support to Fabric [12] [13]; however, it is planned that Cello will soon support Sawtooth and
other frameworks.
c) Composer
Composer is a development tool open for everyone to contribute to [12] [13]. It can
develop use-cases and deploy a Blockchain network within weeks. This is extremely fast when
compared with the small number of other tools in the market that take a few months to
accomplish the same thing. Composer also allows users to promptly design a model to replicate
their business architecture as well as to aid and integrate their current ecosystem and information
with Blockchain applications [12] [13].
d) Explorer
Explorer provides its users with a dashboard to see all the details related to the
transactions, participants, and smart contracts [12] [13]. Users can query certain transactions to
obtain all the related details. Explorer’s main objective is to create a web-based tool that’s easy
to accumulate and integrate within existing Blockchain frameworks.
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e) Quilt
Quilt follows the Inter Ledger protocol (ILP) built in Java [12] [13]. Quilt provides
interoperability between the ledger systems using ILP and creates a global namespace for
accounts to help make transactions across ledgers; therefore, it allows diverse kinds of ledgers
from various enterprise backgrounds to connect with one another in order to perform distributed
atomic transactions.
Hyperledger Versus Ethereum
Hyperledger is sometimes preferred over another successful Blockchain technology
platform called Ethereum. Below are some key differences and comparisons.
a) Target Audience
Ethereum, which is a decentralized network, enables business logic to be implemented
using smart contracts executed on the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) [4]. This is mainly
intended for applications diverse in nature and for mass consumption. Hyperledger with its
modular approach provides a wide range of what you want to use and what you don’t [14]. It’s
directed at enterprises and industries wanting to simplify their process by integrating the
available Blockchain technology into their business.
b) Mode of Operation
Ethereum is a public network without any permissions [14], but with its recent protocols
and various versions, it can also serve as a private and permissioned network. Depending on the
privacy type, it allows users to participate in the network. Hyperledger is private and
permissioned and decides who gets access to participate in the consensus and view the
transactions.
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c) Cryptocurrency
Ethereum has a network-specific cryptocurrency called Ether [4]. Hyperledger has no
specific cryptocurrency, and it gives its developers the freedom to implement the Blockchain
technology for their business; if the business needs any cryptocurrency they can always
implement one.
d) Consensus Mechanisms
From its inception Ethereum followed Proof of Work (PoW), and recently it started using
Proof of Stake (PoS) [15]. Proof of Work is a requirement to define expensive computing, which
is also called mining. Mining verifies whether the transactions within each block are authentic,
miners must solve a mathematical puzzle known as the proof-of-work problem [15]. The first
one to solve the puzzle announces his/her solution and all the other users in the network verify it.
That miner is rewarded for the effort. Ethereum miners are usually rewarded with Ether [4].
Proof of Stake (PoS) is a different way to solve the problem. The miner is chosen in a
deterministic way, depending on his/her wealth or stake, in other words, whoever holds more
currency [15]. There is no block reward in Proof of Stake (PoS); the miners just awarded the
transaction fees. Proof of Stake (PoS) is more cost effective than Proof of Work (PoW) as the
miners in the latter consumes more energy, which in turn leads to higher electricity costs.
Hyperledger allows its developers to decide whether they need a consensus mechanism.
If they decide to use one, then an algorithm called Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) is
used [4]. PBFT is the network’s ability to work properly and reach a valid consensus conclusion
shared by the honest nodes in the system, despite having some malicious nodes trying to send
invalid information to other peers or attempting to make them fail in reaching the valid
conclusion [16]. To implement PBFT, each node maintains an internal state regarding the status
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of the network, and when the nodes receives any information, they use that message in
conjunction with the internal state to run a computation that helps them reach a conclusion
regarding the validity of the message [4]. Then the node shares this with all other nodes in the
network, and a consensus decision is made based on the total decisions submitted by all the
nodes. The key difference between the Proof of Work (PoW) and Practical Byzantine Fault
Tolerance (PBFT) is, in PoW the first node who solves the problem shouts out the answer,
whereas in PBFT it requires all the participating nodes in the consensus to respond [4].
e) Smartcontract
Both technology platforms allow the business logic to be implemented with aid of smart
contracts. Ethereum smart contracts are generally written in either Ethereum specific scripting
language called Solidity or Serpent [4]. Hyperledger smart contracts are written in the GO
language.
f) Language of Development
Ethereum is developed using the GO language and Python [4]. Hyperledger is written in
the GO language and Java.
g) Governance
As a platform, the Ethereum Developer Community maintains Ethereum [4].
Hyperledger comes under The Linux Foundation, and like many other Linux projects, people
from all over the world are able to contribute.
Ethereum is an inflationary cryptocurrency, as discussed in Chapter IV. Because
Hyperledger does not use a smartcontract, two transacting entities have to establish a chaincode
to transact the blocks within. CommLedger allows the entities to embed a smartcontract by
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creating ADAM blocks and securing the organizational transactions using UNDCoin, rather than
a Fiat currency.
Cryptocurrency – Permissionless Blockchain
Early ideas [17] do encompass decentralized currencies. Drawbacks of these currencies
include the requirement for trusted parties and the double-spending problem (where a
cryptocurrency can be spent twice, because cryptocurrencies can be reproduced.). A
Permissionless Blockchain that is based on cryptographic protocols is resistant to tampering,
provides greater security, is driven by decentralized network consensus, and allows data to be
transmitted and stored in a peer-to-peer (P2P) fashion. Satoshi Nakamoto [5] proposed a P2P
distributed timestamp server that generates computational proof of transactions. In terms of
Bitcoin, an electronic coin is a chain of digital signatures. A Bitcoin ledger shows the status of
all existing Bitcoins and a state transition function in the form of a transaction. Each output of a
transaction can be used only once in the entire Blockchain and thus overcomes the doublespending problem. Demanding PoW from each node verifies a transaction and transactions can
be tracked back at any time. Transactions within a block are hashed in the Merkle tree and the
root of the leaf nodes is a hash of its children.
A Simplified Payment Verification (SPV) doesn’t require nodes to keep a full record of
transactions, only a copy of the block headers of the longest chain. The nodes in the network
accept the block as valid only if all transactions within it are valid and not already spent. If a
block is accepted, the chain continues by creating the next block. Nodes are rewarded with coins
and the process of adding new blocks to the Blockchain is called mining. The research conducted
by Vujičić, et al [17] also describes the problem of fork (two blocks mined/created at same time)
and how Bitcoin resolves it by continuing the network with the longest chain.
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Vujičić, et al introduces the concept of SegWit (Segregated Witness) as a solution to the
Bitcoin Scalability issue. They later adds on Ethereum and its improvements the Blockchain
structure. Their network is based on a modified GHOST protocol intended to tackle issues such
as stale blocks and centralization. Each account in Ethereum has a 20-byte address and state
transitions. Their research also presents types of accounts and elaborates the fields in an account.
The transactions are classified into two types based on their products: (a) message calls, and (b)
new account creations.
CommLedger creates Authenticated Data Acceptance Marker (ADAM) blocks. These
blocks are mined by UNDCoin miners. Details are provided in Chapter IV where we present the
actual ADAM block creation procedure.
Distributed Public Ledger
Blockchain [18] is a distributed public ledger where all users have the same data.
Introduced by Satoshi Nakamoto the Bitcoin concept was the first peer-to-peer electronic cash
system that made money transfers without a bank acting as trusted third party. However, its
design still struggles to ensure some measure of anonymity. The study of security and privacy of
Blockchain is hence growing rapidly. Research conducted by Halpin, et al [18] proposes the need
for improvements in core cryptographic primitives such as better, more efficient data structures
to replace Blockchain while still fulfilling its role as distributed public ledger. The study
mentions different signature schemes adopted in Bitcoin. Although Bitcoin offers pseudonymous
transactions, pseudonyms may be de-anonymized by determining patterns of usage in
Blockchain. Therefore, substantial changes are needed in order to preserve privacy. The article
presents two techniques to solve this problem. One is to add anonymization to the existing
Blockchain by confidential transfers. The second is to create new Blockchains incompatible with
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Bitcoin. A number of companies claim to increase privacy through mixing schemes where
Bitcoin transactions from different users are combined together. The cited [18] work also
mentions the need for more security and privacy research in smartcontracts. CommLedger
permits entities and/or individuals to maintain their privacy by conducting transactions using
Proof of Permission (PoP) and securing these transactions by encrypting them by using TALA
keys within the UNDCoin smartcontract.
Blockchain Analytics
Blockchain is a transaction database [19] containing information about all transactions
and using the Bitcoin protocol. It allows participants on a network to edit the ledger in a secured
way and to share its transactions over a distributed network. All nodes present in the network run
algorithms to evaluate, verify, and match the transaction information with the Blockchain history
to add in an existing chain. The secure hashing algorithm SHA-256 generates a hash to identify
individual blocks. Every block contains a hash of the parent block in its header and a sequence of
hashes linking the individual block with their parent block. A genesis block is a common
ancestor of all the blocks created in 2009 and is encoded by the Bitcoin client software and thus
can’t be tampered with. The research presented by Singh, et al [19] describes the prerequisites of
Bitcoin such as Authentication, Integrity, and Non-Repudiation. There are several advantages to
Bitcoin such as it’s faster and cheaper, has a decentralized registry, secure transactions, and
supports mining.
Bitcoin uses the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) to ensure access of
funds to the rightful owners. Each Bitcoin is associated with a public ECDSA key of its current
owner. When a Bitcoin is sent, it attaches the new owner’s public key with the sender’s private
key. Any participant can create multiple public and secret key pairs. Bitcoin doesn’t require a
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third party and Bitcoin miners form a network to maintain the Blockchain. These miners solve
cryptographic puzzles that contain data from several transactions. Bitcoin supports singlesignature and multisignature transactions. A Bitcoin transaction has a drawback in that it requires
a time window before it is confirmed. Singh and Singh [19] introduces techniques such as P2SH
transactions, Ethereum, and so on, and also mentions the emergence of Blockchain in the Gartner
Hype Cycle, 2016. Moreover, they elaborate on the way Blockchain is currently adopted by
several industries such as Nasdaq, Bitfinex, IBM, and Samsung. In conclusion, Blockchain has
the potential to reshape the capital market industry and can offer a system that minimizes the
amount of trust required with peer-to-peer messaging protocols and distributed data sharing.
The transactional data of modern cryptocurrencies (e.g., Bitcoin and Ethereum) [20] is stored in
the public Blockchain ledgers within the blocks. This data is immutable. Data analysts analyze
this data using traditional and ad hoc methods that are not that efficient considering the volume
of data and complexity of the analysis. Hence a framework [20] is provided that seamlessly
supports data analytics on Bitcoin and Ethereum as they both store several gigabytes of data
related to currency transfers. Their proposed tool consists of two steps: (a) study of the created
view containing Blockchain data and other outside data and store these views in a local database
for further use, and (b) study of the analyzed view using DBMS query language. Steps (a) and
(b) are supported by the Scala standard library. The research work [20] further presents an
analysis of Blockchain data without use of external data; the following four types of data were
found: (a) the transaction hash, (b) the hash of the enclosing block, (c) the date in which the
block was appended to the Blockchain, and (d) the list of transaction inputs and outputs.
Traceability within CommLedger data assets transfers can be traced back to the first
block, which is also known as an ADAM block. Miners associated with CommLedger allow
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several copies of once confirmed block-transaction, and we can apply regression and time series
analytical techniques to conduct advanced decision analytics. Bitcoin miners can only solve the
cryptocurrency previously linked addresses in terms of solving the mathematical problems
presented to them by the provision of Public Key(s) by the transacting individuals.
Blockchain Privacy
Bahack [21] presents an argument about the privacy guaranteed by Bitcoin in the initial
Bitcoin whitepaper by Satoshi Nakamoto in which Satoshi mentioned that the security of the
system is maintained only when the attacker’s computational power is 1/2 or more. However,
Bahack argues that the current theoretical limit of an attacker’s fraction of total computational
power essential for the security of the system is not 1/2 but a bit less than 1/4, and Bahack’s
study also proposes changes to the protocol to raise this limit to come as close to 1/2 as possible.
Furthermore, the research work analyses the importance of the attacks to the real world
applicable to the cryptocurrencies that are economically liquid. The study accomplishes this by
finding the equilibrium total hash power. According to the paper, if the attacker’s fraction of the
hash-power, out of the total hash-power, is a bit less than 1/4, then the attacker gains more
reward points and the difficulty level of mining is reduced. However, this may change as there
are many different block discarding attacks available.
The study concludes that the two attacks are not practically possible as they are only
based on the reasonability to maintain the system. However, the study also mentions there is no
risk with the second attack, but the first attack, the “Block Discarding Attack,” is limited by the
structure of the current Bitcoin network. The research work presentation concludes that
theoretically when the attacker moves out all the other miners then he/she could attack the
system using the DoS attack. This becomes more problematic as the Block-Discarding attacker
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stops mining linearly and all the other miners start returning. CommLedger associated UNDCoin
mitigates DoS and DDos attacks, and MITM equally by adding the layer of Proof of Permission
using Public, Private and TALA key.
Blockchain Access Control
De Montjoy et al. [22] offers the combination of Blockchain [23] and off-Blockchain
storage to construct a personal data storage management to keep privacy as the prime
consideration. The privacy problem involved the concerns faced by users using third party
services and is addressed with this contribution, primarily for mobile app users. The solution
presented in the study revolves around the principles of data ownership, data transparency and
auditability. Another principle discussed in the study is fine grained access control.
UNDCoin and CommLedger provides a comprehensive umbrella to the organizations to
use UNDCoin as inherent cryptocurrency. The creation or transfer of UNDCoins takes place
when an organizational asset is transferred between two organizational participants to prevent
double-spend problem in terms of asset transactions. The proposed CommLedger Permissioned
Blockchain presented in this dissertation revolves around the following principle of data
Ownership, where CommLedger Network nodes act as transacting entities that own and control
their own data. CommLedger associates miners maintaining the public ledger, where as an
organization is capable of using CommLedger to opt-in for a chaincode as well to maintain the
transparency within the transacting entities for the need of data transparency and auditability.
The proposed CommLedger has flexibility to incorporate chaincode for inter-organizational asset
transactions. The use of Proof of Permission (PoP) protocol allows the organizational user to
alter permissions only within the organizational-defined policies and procedures to revoke data
collection access previously granted to other transacting entities.
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Blockchain Approaches
Federated learning [24] is a machine-learning setting in which a centralized model can be
trained even when the training data is distributed over a large number of clients. It eliminates the
need for storing the data in the cloud as the data stored on the client devices is used to train a
central model. Only updates to the model are sent to the cloud. This increases the privacy as the
data remains on the client’s device. Clients can immediately use the improved model. Thus, this
setting is faster, secure, and efficient, but it has certain drawbacks. The model is located on a
central server, so if the server fails, the training could collapse. Besides, there is no reward for
devices that contribute positively to the global model training.
The decision analytics utilizing a machine-learning setting within an organization using
CommLedger allows the use of a centralized model. This model can be trained even when the
training data of transacted assets between partner entities are distributed over a large number of
CLN nodes. It eliminates the need for storing the data in the cloud in terms of RDBMS, rather
the data of assets transactions has an associated timestamp and is stored in the entity’s defined
cryptic record wallets to train via this central model within an entity (an organization or partner
organizations consortium). The model is located on a central server within participating entities,
so if the server fails, the training could collapse; however, because the data assets are secured
within the wallet, the restart of the model within the participating organization will resume the
decision analytical process.
Mihaylov et al. [25] describes an innovative approach to produce and efficiently
distribute renewable resources. The Blockchain-based design allows a conversion of energy to
NRGcoins that can be exchanged at any time on the open market. Producers feed energy into the
grid and do not rely on batteries to store the energy. Smart meters send the energy production
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and consumption information to the Distribution System Operator (DSO) at 15-minute intervals.
The information is used to determine the rewards for the prosumers and bill the consumers. Rates
of consumption and production can be analyzed to balance the supply and demand. Peaks of
production/consumption can be avoided by designing a proper reward system. The decentralized
system allows local trading of energy at competitive prices. The prosumers (producers and
consumers) are given a reward in the form of NRGcoins.
CommLedger introduces three types of UNDCoin users. These are UNDCoin traders,
organizational business user, and CommLedger miners. The miners of UNDCoins are rewarded
in the form of UNDCoins. The reward is a function of the amount of transactions validated by
the CommLedger miners.
CommLedger Risk Management
Any introduction of new technology inevitably presents new types of risk, and
CommLedger is no different. Even when an asset owned by a participant is protected by the
participant’s digital certificate, and no changes can be made to the information without the
correct digital signature (an ADAM block with a TALA key), certain traditional cybersecurity
issues still apply to CommLedger. For example, denial of access attacks and other cyber-attacks
could still be launched against DLT in an effort to cause its operation to fail.
Due to the anonymous nature of participants in some DLT applications (in particular
Bitcoin), DLT is sometimes seen as being associated with issues of money laundering and the
sale of illegal goods, and as supporting the ransomware payment model. Although these issues
might largely be addressed when DLT is implemented in a “permissioned” network, such as the
proposed CommLedger (which only authorized and authenticated participants may join), this
kind of solution still needs to be closely examined.
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Summary
This chapter presented the “State of the Art” work conducted by researchers on topics
related to Blockchain, cryptocurrency, privacy, and security threats related to Blockchain. The
first section presented in depth the “DLT” (Distributed Ledger Technology) Hyperledger project.
This chapter shed light on the problems with existing methods, which has been addressed by
CommLedger using Proof of Permission, where an ADAM block is created and secured by both
public, private as well as the TALA key to make it hack proof within a permissioned Blockchain
DLT.
In the next chapter, the presented work will discuss the methodologies put to work for
CommLedger, PoP, TALA key generation, and the initiation of ADAM block.
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CHAPTER III
PROPOSITION OF THE COMMLEDGER: PERMISSIONED BLOCKCHAIN
This chapter details the proposition of the CommLedger and its associated framework
with Proof of Permission (PoP) using the Tiered Asynchronous Locking Algorithm (TALA) to
generate keys for the CommLedger Network and create the Authenticated Data Acceptance
Marker (ADAM) block. In this proposal for a Permissioned Blockchain Ledger (PBL), all
members have known identities mentioned in this chapter in terms of set membership.
CommLedger Technical Description
The CommLedger proposition is built on a sectional architecture that separates
contractual CLN Data Block dispensation into the following phases:
•

The Community ledger (CommLedger) is the sequenced Block of state change of
an Asset within CommLedger Network (CLN).

•

Each CLN transaction outcome is in a set of an ADAM block (containing the
asset) with the associated TALA key.

•

A Cassandra or MongoDB alongside CouchDB can store these Blocks.

•

The Modular Programming enables CommLedger Network (CLN) designers to
plug in their preferred applications.

•

The TALA key generation process can be tailored to the needs of establishing “an
organizational procured identity”.

•

PoP (Proof of Permission) is proposed for Permissioned Blockchain utilization.
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•

CommLedger DLT requires a set of common rules by which all participants
operate in order to ensure its accuracy and trustworthiness.

•

A governance framework that a CommLedger proposes is therefore important for
the implementation and sustainable operation of DLT.
Proof of Permission (PoP) and ADAM Block

Let us say there is a user John, who has an asset, a pen, a house, a car, etc., which has
some value for him, and he wants to allow someone else to use this asset. The use must have an
associated standard UTXO type of signature to allow the other person to use or possess this
asset. UTXO stands for the unspent output from Bitcoin transactions. UTXOs are administered
uninterruptedly and are accountable for the commencement and conclusion of each transaction.
Validation of the contract results in the UNDCoin monetary transactions of crypto coins from the
UTXO database.

Figure 1: CommLedger ADAM block creation process.
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ADAM stands for "Authenticated Data Acceptance Marker", and the creation of an
ADAM block is depicted in Figure 1 with the use of TALA keys. In the given use-case of Proof
of Permission (PoP), John permits another entity, or a user named David to use the asset by
having a PoP Certificate to conduct the successful transaction. The next section explains more
details on the ADAM block. PoP initiates an ADAM block by using the TALA key attached to
it. Whereas, if John is part of the Community Ledger (CommLedger) and would like to transfer
an asset to David, this means that David has permission to use/transfer the asset to another user
of CommLedger. To understand this, we take Morris as another potential interested party to this
next transaction. Morris will have the asset's ADAM block created (created by John, transferred
to David) and issued by making a ledger entry with the TALA key to have a lineage for an Audit
Trail available. TALA keys have two associated base keys to work with: (a) The user keys, and
(b) the commodity keys.
The user key is associated with more than one commodity key(s) based on the user
because a user can own several assets. For example, if a user has multiple commodities and
permits someone to use them, then his unique single user key may be associated with all his
commodity keys that have their unique IDs. The next section sheds lighter on the TALA key
generation process.
In the above use case, if we consider Jk as John’s user key, the commodity keys for the
various commodities that John has are as follows:
Pen -> PidCk
House -> HidCk
Car -> CidCk
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And because these are John’s commodities, we add John’s user key to identify these are
John’s commodities.
For Example, :
Pen -> JkPidCk
Similarly, for John’s other commodities we add his user key.
House -> JkHidCk
Car -> JkCidCk
Now, we also have a user David, who does not have any commodities; therefore, David
has only his user key:
Dk
When John wants to give permission to David to use his commodities, he uses the
CommLedger Network to use the TALA key generation and sends it to David to unlock the
value of the Asset transferred by John for him to consume. The following describes the base
version of the ADAM block’s creation for transactions and storage in the CommLedger for an
authentic Audit Trail with transaction commencement to completion.
TALA Key Generation Process
The Tiered Asynchronous Locking Algorithm (TALA) generates a key combination for
CommLedger permissioned Blockchain nodes to prevent Blockchain Data hacking threats. The
compact TALA key uses compressed data structures for a probabilistic illustration of a set-in
order to provision membership to an ADAM block at the time of its instantiation. The query is:
“Is Block X in (CommLedger) set Y?” This compressed illustration is the payoff in
CommLedger Block membership queries; that is, without TALA, queries might erroneously
identify a Block already in existence as a member of the CommLedger created earlier for some
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TXN (Transaction). This set has a PoP certificate (TALA key) issued by an original Asset Owner
for permitting another interested party to either rent or own or rent-to-own the asset within a
CommLedger Network Nodes set.
The base concepts of set theory are used to establish a CommLedger Network node(s)
membership. ADAM block(s) creation is based on Set theory. This generation of blocks begins
with a fundamental binary relation between an object “o” (The Data Element provided by a
CommLedger User to be stored in a Blob that later is added in a CommLedger Block) and set
“A”, where “A” is a CommLedger Network Nodes set. If “o” is a member (or element) of “A”,
the notation “o ∈ A” is used. Because sets are objects, the membership relation can also relate to
sets.
A derived binary relation between two sets is the subset relation and is called set
inclusion. If all the members of set “A” are also members of set “B”, then “A” is a subset of “B”,
denoted “A ⊆ B”. For example, {1, 2}is a subset of {1, 2, 3}, and so is {2} but {1, 4} is not; this
means ‘1’ and ‘2’ have the PoP Certificate issued to be transacted; however, there is no 4 Block
with this CommLedger Network. As insinuated from this definition, a set is a subset of itself. For
cases where this possibility is unsuitable or would make sense to be rejected, the term proper
subset is defined. A is called a proper subset of B if and only A is a subset of B, but A is not
equal to B. Note also that 1, 2, and 3 are members (elements) of the set {1, 2, 3} but are not
subsets of it. The given Figure 2 shows the use of PoP. The Blocks architecture of the
transactions (TXN – to – TXN) are created by the utilization of an established Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA 3.0) [26] [27].
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Figure 2. Use of Proof of Permission (PoP).
ADAM Block
The TALA key generation process works with cached data sets to put the data with the
TALA key in a blob form in the CommLedger Block. When all the synopses of these data sets
are collected, an ADAM block is then sent to all the nodes in the CommLedger Blockchain
Network nodes. To speed up the process of referencing the CommLedger Node(s) record stored
within the corresponding differential records, we use the TALA key to convert these differential
records individually into a compressed illustration that provides easy access to both records of
the CommLedger stored records.
To understand the construction and working of the Tiered Asynchronous Locking
Algorithm, consider the following example. Consider CommLedger Network Nodes as a Set
A = {a1, a2,…,an} of n Blocks, where a1 is an ADAM block. CommLedger gets the PoP by its
nodes (organizational users who issue PoP Certificate[s]) that describe the CommLedger
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Membership information of A using a bit vector V of length m. For this, k hash functions, h1,
h2,….,hk with hi : X -> {1..m} , are used as described below.
To summarize and verify large datasets in the ADAM block blobs, an efficient data structure
called a binary hash tree (also known as a Merkle tree) is used for the TALA key generation
processing. Furthermore, it is a tree structure in which each leaf node is a hash of a block of data,
and each non-leaf node is a hash of its children and used in disseminated data classifications for
data authentication. The application of this structure is one of the efficient ways it uses hashes
instead of full files.

Figure 3. The Hash calculated for TALA key generation processing.
In Figure 3, we have Blocks B1-B4 that are then hashed, and these hashed files are
combined. The decision analytics associated with CommLedger can trace the time of the
transactions within an organizational CLN in a secure way, which they can embed in their
decision support systems. The application of timeseries in analyzing both cyclical and seasonal
trends can allow an organization using CLN to create Robotic Process Automation for their
advanced analytics needs.
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CommLedger Network
Let us consider an example of having a large database and the data in the database is
stored in the form of a Merkle tree. Also consider that the root of the Merkle tree is publicly
known and trusted. If a CLN user wants to perform a key value lookup on the CommLedger
Stored data sets, then the CLN user can ask for Merkle proof and on receiving the proof, he/she
can identify whether the lookup is correct or not. It also allows a mechanism for validating a
small number of Blocks in a CLN, like a hash, to be extended to also validate large databases of
potentially unbounded size.
The initial application of these Merkle trees is in the Bitcoin introduced by Satoshi
Nakamoto [28]. With the help of Merkle trees and Merkle proofs instead of downloading every
transaction and every block, it allows the light client to download the chain of 80n byte block
headers and contains the five most important characteristics of a block: (a) a hash of the previous
header, (b) a timestamp, (b) mining difficulty value, (c) a PoW nonce, and (d) a root hash of the
Merkle tree.
Although a Merkle tree has merits, it also has limitations. One major drawback is that
though the user can prove the inclusion of transactions, he/she cannot prove anything about the
current state, for example digital asset holdings, name registrations, and the status of financial
contracts.
The following procedure builds an m bits TALA key that, corresponds to a CommLedger
Network Nodes set A and uses h1, h2,….,hk hash functions, as depicted in Figure 3.3:
Procedure TALA_Key_Gen(set A, hash_functions, integer m)
returns key
key = allocate m bits initialized to 0
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foreach ai in A:
foreach hash function hj:
key[hj(ai)] = 1
end foreach
end foreach
return key
Therefore, if ai Block is present in the a CommLedger and is a member of a
CommLedger Network Nodes set A, in the resulting TALA key V all bits attained conforming to
the hashed values of ai are set to 1. Testing for CommLedger (CL) Network Node membership
of an ADAM block ADAM is equivalent to testing that all corresponding bits of V are set:
Procedure CL_Node_MembershipTest (ADAM, key, hash_functions)
returns yes/no
foreach hash function hj:
if key[hj(ADAM)]! = 1 return No
end foreach
return Yes
The primary features of the TALA key_Gen process are that they grow incrementally
when a new Block is added to the set. Combining two different sets is done by performing a
simple OR operation to the TALA key generation process of the two different sets. The TALA
key allows organizations to use the Public Key for the CommLedger associated miners to resolve
and lock the transaction within the CommLedger. These miners can be either bind with a
transaction-associated fee, set by the organization(s) or the miners can generate an UNDCoin as
they find the resolve of the TALA key using their computer.
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The math behind the TALA key generation process allows us to observe that the probability
of finding a bit is “0” after inserting “n” keys into a TALA key of size “m” using “k” hash function
remains as:
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Due to the uniformity in the computational overhead of each supplementary function and
the reduction in the incremental advantage of each additional hash function after a certain
threshold, only a few numbers of hash functions are used, and this forms the basis for generating
a TALA key.
CommLedger Potential Use-Case
The following is a test use-case, that elaborates the use of CommLedger in an industrial
setting.

Figure 4. Three business entities (Restaurants, Big Data as a Service providers, RnD Firm).
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As depicted in the Figure 4, there are three diverse sets of organizations using the CommLedger
PBL (Permissioned Blockchain Ledger). Next Figure 5 illustrates the use of SmartContract
between entities. As it is a known fact that Blockchain is immutable, our depicted restaurants are
to store their everyday transactions using CommLedger and the ADAM block using TALA keys
to store their assets in the Big Data as a Service (BDaaS) provisioning organizational storage
clusters.

Figure 5. Use of SmartContract.
CommLedger permissioned Blockchain utilizes Proof of Permission and permits multichain utilization by other organizations. We can see in Figure 6, that the RnD firm uses a
SmartContract for extracting the stored blocks to conduct Decision Analytics to create RnD
reports to provide their users within this cryptonomy.
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Figure 6. The extraction of stored Blockchain for Decision Analytics research.
In the following Figure 7, smartcontract’s execution process is depicted by the
CommLedger’s associated miners by utilizing the resolution of TALA keys to instantiate ADAM
blocks.

Figure 7. The CommLedger associated miners.
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The generation of UNDCoin is presented in Figure 8, this is used by the organizations as
transaction validation payment for the miners.

Figure 8. Creation of UNDC (UNDCoin) by the resolution of TALA key by miners

Figure 9. A complete CommLedger Network utilization in a nutshell.
The unique differentiator of CommLedger over available Hyperledger and associated
fabric is the use of Proof of Permission protocol for a consensus establishment using
Decentralized Miners for the Distributed Ledger Technology users using TALA key generation
and an ADAM block.
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UNDCoin has no cap associated and CommLedger provides a comprehensive umbrella to
the organizations to use UNDCoin as inherent cryptocurrency. The creation or transfer of
UNDCoins takes place when an organizational asset is transferred between two organizational
participants to prevent double-spend problem in terms of asset transactions. The proposed
CommLedger Permissioned Blockchain presented in this dissertation revolves around the
following principles:
Data Ownership: CommLedger Network nodes act as Transacting entities that own and control
their own data.
Data Transparency and Auditability: CommLedger has miners maintaining the public ledger,
where as an organization is capable of using CommLedger to opt-in for a chaincode as well to
maintain the transparency within the transacting entities for the need of data transparency and
auditability.
Fine Grained Access Control: As mentioned previously the proposed CommLedger has
flexibility to incorporate chaincode for inter-organizational asset transactions. The use of Proof
of Permission (PoP) protocol allows the organizational user to alter permissions only within the
organizational-defined policies and procedures to revoke data collection access previously
granted to other transacting entities. In case of a trade dispute or contract termination within the
entities. CommLedger’s differentiating factors from Hyperledger and associated fabric are:
1)

Proof of Permission: Miners wait for a given entity’s permission by receiving
the TALA key to be part of the miners’ consortium to create ADAM blocks.

2)

CommLedger Decentralized Consensus: Miners’ use of the TALA key
resolution attempts to solve the problem of agreement within transacting entities
to authenticate the transaction’s validity.
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3)

CommLedger Network Fault Tolerance: The provenance of CommLedger
transactional finality can tolerate Byzantine faults. CommLedger utilizes
UNDCoin to mitigate a double spend problem by having a Proof of Permission
consensus.
Summary

This chapter has detailed the proposition of a CommLedger a permissioned Blockchain as
an alternative to the available Permissioned Blockchain Ledger (PBL) and associated technologies.
The next chapter provides details on CLTN deployment, and how UNDCoin is instantiated by the
adaptation of available open-source tools.
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CHAPTER IV
IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
This chapter discusses the detailed implementation of the Proof of Permission (PoP),
Tiered Asynchronous Locking Algorithm (TALA) key generation process and creation of an
ADAM block within a CLTN. Deployment of the CLTN tool box with a running example of
CommLedger KeyStore, accounts creation, as well as successful locking of generated blocks is
also provided with completed transactions between two accounts.
CommLedger Tool Box
Deployment of CommLedger can have its own cryptocurrency, or we can use the
standard Ethereum smartcontract to establish a CLTN. We use the following opensource tools to
establish this deployment. The entire work of tooling our CLTN will be conducted using
Windows PowerShell.
1. Geth: Geth is a Go-Ethereum [10] platform and allows a user to run an Ethereum node. It
is implemented in the programming language Go to mine blocks by generating Ether, to
inspect the Block history. We also create user accounts using Geth that allows the user to
connect with both public and private Ethereum networks.
2. NodeJS & NPM: NodeJS [11] is the server-side Java script program used to code the
applications that interact with Ethereum nodes. We also install Node Package Manager
(NPM) that allows us to manage the libraries needed to program for Ethereum.
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3. Atom: Atom is a free and opensource text and source code editor for most utilized
operating systems. It has built-in support for plug-ins written in Node.js and is embedded
in Git control developed by GitHub.
CommLedger Test Net (CLTN) Environment
Let us look into the toolbox mentioned earlier on the deployment for CLTN/CLN. This
chapter details the Windows installation processes that need either Google Chrome or FireFox.
➢ https://ethereum.github.io/go-ethereum/downloads
➢ Download latest Windows version: To date it is V1.8.17
➢ Start Windows PowerShell
o Enter command: > geth version

Figure 10. Checking the Geth stable version.
❖ https://truffleframework.com/ganache
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Figure 11. Ethereum fake node for test net.
❖ This is a test network presented for a visual understanding of a base Ethereum fake node
with a GUI display for standard Ethereum transactions.
❖ Ganache starts a new Ethereum node in memory. It has the network identifier 5777as
shown in the yellow lined box.
❖ This fake Ethereum node has:
o 10 accounts with 100.00 ETH as shown in the balance in the blue lined box.
o The current block is zero (0) as seen in the picture in the green circle.
CommLedger utilizes a cryptocurrency smartcontract of any sort, as the differentiator
from the standard Hyperledger instead of using chaincode. The other most important information
that the fake node as shown in Figure 11 shares for development purposes is MENMONIC; it is
the seed, Ganache uses to generate the first account. We establish CommLedger using the given
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development setup, and CommLedger mimics the behavior of cryptocurrency transactions by
using the later given setup.
➢ Open Windows PowerShell and run:
o > node -v

Figure 12. Object not found.
➢ The same result we will get for > npm -v
➢ Now we download
o https://nodejs.org
▪

11.0.0 is the latest as of October of 2018

Figure 13. Latest versions of node and NPM.
➢ Now download the Truffle Framework
o https://truffleframework.com
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Figure 14. Truffle installation process.
Now we will install a program script editor. We are using the opensource editor Atom for
the CommLedger.
➢ https://github.com/atom/atom/releases/tag/v1.23.2
➢ Download AtomSetup-x64.exe

Figure 15. Installed Blockchain script editor for CLTN/CLN.
Because we are using the base cryptocurrency Ethereum for our CommLedger, we will
install the language packages for it using the Atom Package Manager (APM).
o > apm install language-ethereum
Now we install Git for version control of our CommLedger Network programming.
➢ https://git-scm.com/download/win
This is where our CommLedger TestNet (CLTN) is now completed. Next we will start the
CLTN private node using Ethereum as the base Cryptocurrency. The use of CommLedger with a
Crypto is the prime differentiator from Hyperledger.
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CommLedger Test-Net Operational Overview
Now let us look at a running CLTN Ethereum based network. The commands are applied
using Windows PowerShell alongside Atom to view the ADAM block creation as the genesis
block of Ethereum Blockchain for asset transfer between more than one user.
➢ Open Windows Power Shell
o > mkdir -p CLTN/private
o > puppeth
Because we are using Ethereum as the base cryptocurrency for our CLTN to transact
assets to and from a sender-receiver base, we use Geth, the tool we have installed, which
includes “Puppeth” to generate the genesis block. Because we are implementing CommLedger,
we will name our test network for development purpose, as: CommLedger

Figure 16. CommLedger Test Network Initiation.
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CommLedger Differentiator
As Hyperledger does not work with Proof of Work or Proof of Stake, this is where
CommLedger comes into the picture by using Proof of Work and later by adding Proof of
Permission to transact assets between two organizations. The CLTN can be configured using
Network ID 4224, which is the Kovan faucet. The Kovan network faucets provide Kovan Ether
to assist CommLedger in deploying and testing smartcontracts on the Kovan network. This
allows CommLedger to add the Proof of Permission TALA key that is generated separately by
the CLTN/CLN permitted users to use the faucets for preventing malicious actors from obtaining
large amounts of Ether in case CommLedger users are using Ethereum as the base
cryptocurrency.

Figure 17. CommLedger Successful Initiation.
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Figure 18. CommLedger Ethereum genesis block created.
➢ Now Press CTRL + C to exit the Windows Power Shell
Each CLTN User is provided a “Proof of Permission Tiered Asynchronous Locking
Algorithm” to generate the (POP-TALA) key. The program is provided in the addendum. The
CLTN User needs to run “POP-TALA.exe” within their organizational domain (e.g., VPN) to
generate the TALA key to add in CommLedger.JSON,

Figure 19. Proof of Permission TALA key gen process to add in CommLedger.JSON.
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➢ The given Figure 20 provides a snapshot view of CommLedger.JSON. The complete
JSON file is available in the Addendum.

Figure 20. CommLedger.JSON Snapshot.
➢ Now we open Windows Power Shell and run the following command with POP-TALA
key within the config of CommLedger.JSON
➢ geth --datadir . init .\CommLedger.json

Figure 21. Writing of the custom genesis block with POP-TALA key completed.
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This completes the process of starting a permissioned Blockchain using the CLTN used
for transactions between two organizations. The section provides detail of the creation of
organizational users, as well as miners. This is the differentiating point that CommLedger has
associated miners, whereas Hyperledger does not have any associated Miners. This genesis block
contains a POP-TALA key and within CLTN/CLN it is used as an ADAM block.
CommLedger Account Creation Process
Because we are using the standard Geth command structure with the Proof of Permission
protocol using the Tiered Asynchronous Locking Algorithm we now need to have two accounts
named “Sender” and “Receiver” as well as “Miner” to mine the blocks from the aforementioned
ADAM block at the time of the CommLedger.JSON configuration file.
➢ Open Windows Power Shell:
o > geth –datadir . account new
o Each new account created in this CommLedger will have a private key in
addition to the POP-TALA key that the CLTN user already has as an extra
Blockchain security layer. This private key is also protected by a Passphrase.
o Passphrase: cltn1234

Figure 22. CommLedger new account generation.
➢ We will run this account twice more to create two more accounts.
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Figure 23. Creation of three CommLedger accounts.
➢ Test network for CommLedger now has three accounts created, as seen in Figure 4.14.

Figure 24. The keystore to obtain CLTN accounts data storage.
➢ Now let’s look at the account index, where account 0 (Zero) will get rewards in terms of
reward permitted in the allocation section of CommLedger.JSON
o > geth – datadir . account list

Figure 25. Private CommLedger Test-Network with accounts index list
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CommLedger Network Initiation (Test Start)
We have successfully completed all related processes of a CLTN environment. Now we
will write a script using our opensource text editor Atom to get the CLTN started.
➢ Open Windows Power Shell
o > atom cltnstart.cmd
➢ The entire structure of the following commands should be in one straight line, otherwise
all the next lines will be ignored by the CommLedger Test-Network
o geth --networkid 4224 --mine --minerthreads 1 --datadir "./" --nodiscover --rpc -rpcport "8545" --port "30303" --rpccorsdomain "*" --nat "any" --rpcapi
eth,web3,personal,net --unlock 0 --password ./password.sec
o Now create a new file using the Atom menu and name it “password.sec”, where
we have to enter the passphrase we set for our Miner Node: cltn1234
o Save this file and open Windows PowerShell, type “ls” for the list of files.

Figure 26. The CLTN Tool Box.
Now let’s start our CLTN to generate the blocks for Blockchain. At this step the
CLTNTest Network needs to be restarted and our miner starts mining blocks for any potential
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Blockchain Transactions that the CLTN users can do. Now we look at the process of attaching
the Java Script console to our CommLedger Blockchain. These processes are beyond the scope
of this research and are only provided here for reviewers’ future test needs.

Figure 27. Successful deployment of CLTN.
➢ Open a new Windows PowerShell by right clicking on the PowerShell icon.
o > geth attach ipc:\\.\pipe\geth.ipc
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o Make sure no other nodes, except CLTN, are running on this device, as this is for
development deployment purposes only.
o > eth.accounts
o > eth.coinbase
o > eth.getBalance(eth.coinbase)
o > eth.getBalance(eth.accounts[1])

Figure 28. CommLedger accounts health check.
o > web3.fromWei(eth.getBalance(eth.coinbase), “ether”)
Now let us look into opening the accounts of CLTN Users, so they can transact. We will
open the accounts for 300 seconds (5 minutes) using the following commands.
o > personal.unlockAccount(eth.accounts[1], “cltn1234”, 300)
We can also use the Java Script console to open the account, by typing the following
command and answering the Passphrase in the Windows PowerShell.
o >personal.unlockAccount(eth.accounts[2])
o Now enter the passphrase we set as: cltn1234
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o The default duration to open the account using the Java Script console will be 10
minutes.

Figure 29. CommLedger Test Network successful transfer of tokens.
As shown in Figure 4.20, we can see that 20 Ethers have successfully been transferred from
the Coinbase using CLTN cryptocurrency, which we have coined the term UNDCoin (UNDigitization Coin) from the Coinbase where the blocks are being mined and Ether is submitted to
the Coinbase account to be used when needed for a Blockchain transaction.

Figure 30. Sealing the Block process depiction.
In this figure, we can see a submitted transaction and a successfully sealed block in the
Ledger. Because we performed two transactions, the next figure shows the balances in each
account.
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Figure 31. Shows the account balances of each CLTN user.
Summary
This chapter detailed the creation of an ADAM block within a CLTN to start the mining
process to create CommLedger’s own token or in other words, the cryptocurrency to be
transferred back and forth within a CLTN/CLN. We initialized three accounts to conduct the
Blockchain transactions. We started the CLTN and later attached the Geth console. We also
checked the list of accounts, conducted a transaction of sending and received the cryptocurrency
between CLTN users, by later confirming the successfully sealed blocks using the CLTN miner
node. This cannot be achieved in Hyperledger as it does not allow the use of any
Cryptocurrency; however, in the business world most contracts include both a transfer of assets
(goods, ownership, rent, etc.) and the associated monitory transfers for payments. CommLedger
provides total control to individuals and businesses to manage their transactions within CLTN to
create a Proof of Concept and later to deploy it in CLN for their everyday use.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
As described in this dissertation, though there are advantages in using Blockchain and
Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) based systems, there are yet many realistic problems
which must be solved such as organizational transactional structures to align according to keyvalue pair structures and transaction transitioning methodologies for both within and without the
organization enterprise system architectures. This type of transactional transitions with several
Blockchains needs a faster cryptic key generation, as data blocks are rapidly moving between
sender and receiving entities. This research sheds light on a few of the issues and the proposed
CommLedger as a solution dealing with DLT oriented business solutions.
Conclusion
CommLedger a permissioned Blockchain distributed ledger technology has been
proposed in this doctoral dissertation. The proposition is a combination of several techniques for
the potential use of CommLedger that, incorporates smartcontract as a service in an
organizational virtual private cloud. This is a distinctiveness of seamlessly transmitting secured
and immutable data within permissioned Blockchain. Once the proof of concept within the
organization is completed, it is deployed as a CLN. The exponential growth of Blockchain has
provided clear evidence of the establishment of decentralized cryptocurrencies and the
adaptation of permissioned distributed ledger technology This dissertation also presents novel
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propositions of CLN (CommLedger) using PoP (Proof of Permission), ADAM (Authenticated
Data Acceptance Marker) block and TALA (Tiered Asynchronous Locking Algorithm) key.
CommLedger Differentiating Factors
Table 1 provides a comparison between two famous cryptocurrencies and two DLTs
based on Blockchain. The information sheds light on the aspects these artifacts utilization by
individual users and industrial adaptation.
Table 1. The use of Blockchain in cryptocurrencies and DLT.
Type
Language
Characteristics
and Network
System

Bitcoin
Bitcoin is written in
C++. It is
decentralized and is a
jurisdiction-less
entity. It has a peerto-peer network
without the need for
intermediaries.

Ethereum
Ethereum is
written in the
Turing complete
language that
includes several
different
programming
languages (C++,
Ruby, Rust, Go,
Python, Java,
JavaScript,
Solidity).

Basic Build

BTC

Blockchain
Network

It has peer-to-peer
network without the
need for
intermediaries. It is
anti-bank - rather than
sending funds via
their bank, BTC
holders can send
transfers to one
another.
They have a fixed
supply and are
deflationary.

Ether (ETC,
ETH)
Ethereum
Blockchain not
only stores the
transaction list
of the
Blockchain but
is also the most
recent state of
the network

Supply Style

Inflationary.
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Hyperledger
Hyperledger uses
“Chaincode”. A
Chaincode typically
handles business logic
agreed to by members
of the network, so it
may be considered as a
smart contract. These
Chaincodes are written
in Golang, a
programming language
created by Google. It is
decentralized

CommLedger
CommLedger uses a
“SmartContract” for
its Cryptocurrency
UNDCoin, and a
“Chaincode” can be
incorporated to
conduct business asset
transfer. The
languages used are
C++, JavaScript.

UNDCoin
Hyperledger is a
software for people to
develop their own
personalized
blockchains tending to
the needs of their
businesses.

Proof of Permission
(PoP), TALA key
generation and the
creation of an ADAM
block are required for
both permissioned and
un-permissioned
Blockchain
adaptations.
Permissioned
Blockchain will bind
organizations to have
a Hard Cap.
Un-permissioned
crypto tokens will
have a Hard Cap of 28
Million.

Table 1 cont.
Type
Consensus

Scaling

Liquidity

Implementation

Bitcoin
Proof of Work (PoW)
Reward is given to
Miners

Ethereum
Proof of Work
(PoW) & Proof
of Stake (PoS)
In PoS there is a
Transaction Fee
given to Miners
Bitcoin's blocks contain 15 Transactions
the transactions on the per second.
Bitcoin network. The
on-chain transaction
processing capacity of
the Bitcoin network is
limited by the average
block creation time of 10
minutes and the block
size limit. These jointly
constrain the network's
throughput. The
transaction processing
capacity maximum is
estimated between 3.3
and 7 transactions per
second.
Bitcoin is one of the
It is on more
most liquid
than 400
cryptocurrencies with Crypto42.51% dominance in Exchanges and
the overall crypto
is quite liquid.
market.

Bitcoin Core
considered Bitcoin's
reference
implementation.
Bitcoin Core serves as
a bitcoin node (the set
of which form the
bitcoin network) and
provides a bitcoin
wallet which fully
verifies payments.

The Ethereum
Virtual Machine
(EVM) is the
runtime
environment for
smart contracts
in Ethereum.
Smartcontracts
are high-level
programming
abstractions
compiled down
to an EVM
bytecode.
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Hyperledger
No Consensus or the
use of Agreement
Protocol using Practical
Byzantine Fault
Tolerance (PBFT)

CommLedger
Proof of Permission
(PoP), Transaction
Fee for Miners

Hyperledger has a finegrained control over
consensus and
restricted access to
transactions which
results in improved
performance scalability
and privacy.

CommLedger allows
the Permissioned
Blockchain to
construct their own
Transaction
Processing time.
UNDCoin however
has a speed of Mining
for the Block
Authentication
throughput between
(in CLTN) 2 to 5 per
second.

Hyperledger Fabric
enables real-time
visibility on the
liquidity of Nostro
accounts, easing
reconciliation and
allowing liquidity
savings.
Hyperledger solves
performance scalability
and privacy issues by
application of
permissioned mode of
operation and finegrained access control.
Furtherore, the modular
architecture allows
Hyperledger to be
customized to a
multitude of
applications, analogous
to a toolbox.

UNDCoin will be
quite liquid.

CommLedger
Permissioned
Blockchain allows
RBAC, DBAC finegrained control. Unpermissioned
cryptocurrency will
allow complete
autonomous control
for entities using
UNDCoin for their
everyday CryptoExchange trading.

Future Work
We will be looking into DLT evidence theory for our future work, which is so far
unheard of within the Blockchain for business community. There have been several advances in
computational performance in terms of both traditional, and parallel programming aspects in last
three decades. the latest advent of Permissioned Blockchain has reintroduced Solidity and Go
programming to bring us the design and development of Blockchain computing simulation tools
using Ganesh and Hyperledger.
This doctoral dissertation illuminates on how an organization can step into the era of
permissioned Blockchain using CommLedger and associated novel methodologies, by having the
right strategy using the provided TALA. Any strategy, which is good in nature and well thought
out, while in the phase of designing, cannot succeed, if poorly executed. It is vital that the
organizational leadership has a sense of how to execute the strategy. The very beginning for any
organization is to figure out collectively, what the strategic permissioned Blockchain challenges
are that they can face, and which challenge is the biggest. In other words, they don’t implement
CommLedger, the permissioned Blockchain strategy in this dissertation, the leaders will need to
determine what factors critically impact the organization, in terms of marketplace
competitiveness.
Inarguably, we must account for uncertainty even in Blockchain streams, when corrupted
data can also stream, or the chains can get broken due to a fork, such as an Ethereum fork
resulting in ETH and ETC as two parallel cryptocurrencies. Traditionally we have seen that
evidence theory has been utilized to measure uncertainty in terms of the uncertain measures of
belief and plausibility based on whatever data we have. It is also evidenced in the emerging
distributed ledger technology that uses computing communities where Cloud computing must
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provide a flexible and scalable infrastructure for Blockchain miners and users to grow beyond
contemporary borders not only for organizations, but also the users’ everyday experience with a
Blockchain.
The challenges of the present Blocknomics climate can be resolved by Blockchain
designers, developers and decision makers, by aligning business needs in terms of using a crypto
token either by launching a STO (Security Token Offering), or using a digital coin, such as
UNDCoin (UN-Digitization Coin) as a service component to improve service to their peer
organizations and/or consumers.
The decision analytics based on Big Data analytics [30] can also be associated with
CommLedger is secured by using machine learning and evidence theory algorithms that can give
an organization the uniqueness of its ideas, which they can embed in their decision support
systems. Decision analytics recommended for the organizations adopting CommLedger are the
use of machine learning and cloud computing.
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APPENDIX
POP-TALA keyGen Algorithm
using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.IO;
using System.Linq;
using System.Security.Cryptography;
using System.Text;
using System.Threading.Tasks;
namespace PoPTala
{
public class Program
{
static void Main(string[] args)
{
try
{
Console.WriteLine("\n*************** Atif Farid Mohammad CommLedger
Welcome to the TALA key Generator App, each CLTN User is to download this
application in their Laptop/Computer to Generate their POP-TALA_Key
***************");
Console.Write("\nPlease Enter the Input: ");
var source = Console.ReadLine();
string hash = string.Empty;
using (SHA256 sha256Hash = SHA256.Create())
{
hash = GetHash(sha256Hash, source);
Console.WriteLine();
Console.WriteLine($"The SHA256 hash of \"{source}\" is: {hash}.\n");
}
Console.WriteLine("Do you want to save this hash value into a file?");
Console.Write("Please Enter your decision [Y/N] : ");
string saveDecision = Console.ReadLine();
if (saveDecision.ToUpper() == "Y")
{
Console.WriteLine("\nYou can provide a Location in your device to save the
Hash value into a Text file.");
Console.WriteLine("Sample Location Input - E:\\Folder1 (or)
D:\\Folder1\\Fodler2 ");
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Console.WriteLine("Note: If there is already a file with name \"HashFile\" in the
location, it will be overwritten.");
Console.Write("\nPlease Enter the location: ");
string location = Console.ReadLine(); //"E:\\Videos\\Dance Videos";
if(location == string.Empty || location == "")
{
Console.WriteLine("\nLooks Like you haven't provided any location.");
location = "C:\\";
}
string fileName = "HashFile.txt";
string path = Path.Combine(location, fileName);
File.WriteAllText(path, hash);
Console.WriteLine("\nSaving Hash File to {0}", path);
Console.WriteLine("\n\n*************** Hash File has been saved
***************");
Console.WriteLine("\n\nPress any key to close this application.");
Console.ReadKey();
}
else if(saveDecision.ToUpper() == "N")
{
Console.WriteLine("\n\nPress any key to close this application.");
Console.ReadKey();
}
else
{
Console.WriteLine("\n\n\nLooks Like you have selected a different option");
Console.WriteLine("\nThanks for using the app");
Console.WriteLine("\n\nPress any key to close this application.");
Console.ReadKey();
}
}
catch(Exception Ex)
{
Console.WriteLine("\n*************** Expection Occurred ***************\n");
Console.WriteLine("Exception: {0}", Ex.Message);
Console.WriteLine("\n\nPress any key to close this applcation and try again by
providing correct values");
Console.ReadKey();
}
}
private static string GetHash(HashAlgorithm hashAlgorithm, string input)
{
// Convert the input string to a byte array and compute the hash.
byte[] data = hashAlgorithm.ComputeHash(Encoding.UTF8.GetBytes(input));
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// Create a new Stringbuilder to collect the bytes
// and create a string.
var sBuilder = new StringBuilder();
// Loop through each byte of the hashed data
// and format each one as a hexadecimal string.
for (int i = 0; i < data.Length; i++)
{
sBuilder.Append(data[i].ToString("x2"));
}
// Return the hexadecimal string.
return sBuilder.ToString();
}
}
}

CommLedger JSON
{
"config": {
"chainId": 4224,
"homesteadBlock": 1,
"eip150Block": 2,
"eip150Hash":
"0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000",
"eip155Block": 3,
"eip158Block": 3,
"byzantiumBlock": 4,
"PoPTalaKey": "f8cf6036e75084ec2d17db6d1e83cda18e9f501f3b54394ec74a0f354bfa70e3",
"ethash": {}
},
"nonce": "0x0",
"timestamp": "0x5bd91c2a",
"extraData":
"0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000",
"gasLimit": "0x47b760",
"difficulty": "0x80000",
"mixHash":
"0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000",
"coinbase": "0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000",
"alloc": {
"0000000000000000000000000000000000000000": {
"balance": "0x1"
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},
"0000000000000000000000000000000000000001": {
"balance": "0x1"
},
"0000000000000000000000000000000000000002": {
"balance": "0x1"
},
"0000000000000000000000000000000000000003": {
"balance": "0x1"
}
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